Liz Hall expertly intertwines relevant theory, the latest thinking of leading academics and real-world practice to provide coaches with an essential guide for working with people facing challenging transitions. Compelling, timely and inspiring!

Dr Christian van Nieuwerburgh, Associate Professor in Coaching, Centre for Coaching and Behavioural Change, Henley Business School

“The generosity in the material that is shared, the power in the stories, the vulnerability and honesty in the case studies makes this book an exciting and compelling read that brings you face to face with your own learning edge of working with crisis. This book stretches the assumptions of what it is to coach.”

Dr Alison Whybrow, Chartered Psychologist and Coach

“To connect with so many real and relatable stories of people’s triumph in almost impossible experiences caused me to wonder – what would I do in this situation? Liz’s research and references are comprehensive and it’s an inspiring read I think most coaches would get something from.”

Julie Starr, Director, Starr Consulting and author of The Coaching Manual

Coaching in Times of Crisis and Transformation takes an in-depth look at crisis and discusses its impact on both individuals and organizations. Covering coaching in any time of crisis and change, it offers a complete, practical resource for managers and coaches to tackle the challenges effectively. This book can help turn a crisis, whether personal or systemic, into an opportunity for transformation. Coaching in Times of Crisis and Transformation covers definitions of crisis from both the individual and organizational perspective and includes insights on: adapting to change and finding opportunities in crisis, what neuroscience tells us about our reactions to change, transformative coaching, change models, supporting organizations in crisis and how coaching and mentoring can act as preventative measures against crises.
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Introduction

The seed for this book was sown in 2008–9, when the reality of the extent of the financial crisis began to strike home. Many coaches reported feeling ill-equipped to work with those clients most impacted by the crisis, who perhaps were losing their jobs, their homes, their security, certain relationships, even their mental wellbeing, particularly where there were parallels in the coaches’ own lives. One high-profile coach shared later how she’d gone through a four-year-long financial crisis from 2009, feeling as if her life ‘had imploded’ and ‘everything I’d worked for in my whole life was slipping through my fingers – very scary’. Unsurprisingly, she found it very hard to keep her coaching practice on track. Career coaches shared how it felt irresponsible and unrealistic, cruel even, to encourage clients to create their dream job at a time of job scarcity and insecurity.

As well as serving to highlight that in highly challenging times there needs to be more depth and breadth in our coaching approaches, I was reminded by these shared experiences and my own crises that there can be diamonds to be mined from the muck, even though they may take time to appear. The coach who struggled financially says she has ‘no regrets’ and has ‘learnt far more than I would have done otherwise’. She’s ‘more contented and more resilient’, more able to ‘let go, to hold the not-knowing space, quietness, letting the emotions come through’. For her, ‘that’s where the juicy bit of coaching is’.

I’ve wondered how widespread this growth post-crisis is, whether we might even need crisis to spark true transformation, and what implications there might be for coaching. Does it enhance our coaching if we’ve been through our own crises? How can coaching support individuals, organizations and even the wider system to emerge from crisis transformed? This book explores these and other questions.

The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) highlighted the recklessness of over-promiseing as coaches and burst the bubble that many inhabited, one of more, more, more. Some remain in that bubble, of course, with the number of billionaires doubling by 2014 (Oxfam, 2014), and the world’s richest
1 per cent set to own more than the other 99 per cent combined by 2016 (Hardoon, 2015). And whilst the landscape has shifted since 2008–9, we continue to face challenging times; individually, organizationally, societally, environmentally. As I write this in April 2015, another natural disaster has occurred – an earthquake in Nepal causing more than 5,500 deaths. Meanwhile, in business circles, the term VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity) is ubiquitous. Originally coined by the US military, it’s become a ‘trendy managerial acronym... and a catchall for “Hey, it’s crazy out there!”’ (Bennett and Lemoine, 2014). Coaches and coaching sponsors I interviewed for this book report seeing more clients having difficulties. Louise Buckle, Lead Coach, KPMG UK Advisory Practice, reports: ‘we do have individuals struggling more as a result of the VUCA world that we live in and increasingly high performance expectations... my personal view is that we’re seeing deeper psychological issues starting to show up more at work’, while Grant and O’Connor (Chapter 7 of this book) argue that ‘organizational change and the resultant turbulence have become part of the everyday experience in organizations in the contemporary commercial world’.

Whether it’s actually ‘crazier’ than before out there perhaps doesn’t matter. The fact is that it seems and feels tougher to many of us. And just as we remind our clients that they can choose how they respond, so too can we as coaches choose how we respond to this seemingly crazier climate. Exploring what even more depth and breadth look like. Becoming better able to get to the ‘juicy bit’ of coaching, whilst respecting boundaries.

This book doesn’t claim to be able to equip coaches to charge in to save the world in its hour of need, although they may want to play their part in tackling bigger issues, and Chapters 10 and 12, for example, offer some pointers for doing so. But it does seek to support coaches generally to have a clearer idea of the terrain of crisis and transformation, including potential obstacles. It explores potential treasure to be found in this territory, and offers ideas for how coaches might help clients be better ‘mapmakers’ and ‘map readers’. It highlights the value of being more courageous and ‘turning towards’ difficult territory such as vulnerability, ‘negative’ emotions, and our ‘shadow’ sides, rather than charging off in the other direction. It argues that it behoves us as coaches to get more in touch with our own humanity and vulnerability, so we are better able to bring more of ourselves into our coaching, which in turn opens up the potential for more transformative coaching.

With these aims in mind, this collection first maps out some of the territory, with chapters written by myself (Liz Hall) on definitions of crisis, transition
and transformation; on some of the territory commonly shared across humanity, including natural life transitions; on frameworks and models for understanding and interpreting crisis and transition; and on the potential for post-crisis growth. It also features chapters which set out useful compasses and approaches for VUCA times. These include Ellison’s chapter on self-coaching, which argues that coaches should explicitly set out to develop clients’ self-coaching capability; Brown and Leeder Barker’s chapter on neuroscience, which highlights the importance of understanding how the brain operates, and of working with all emotions in facilitating change; de Haan and Kasozi’s chapter on working with leaders’ shadow sides; mine (Liz Hall) on Mindful Compassionate Coaching, which argues that drawing on mindfulness, compassion, and the body’s wisdom helps us turn towards, safely be with, and transform difficulty; and Chapman’s on compassionate resilience, reflecting the rising acceptance of autoethnography, a form of self-reflection that explores personal experience and connects autobiographical story to wider cultural, political, and social meanings and understandings.

The book features original research, case studies and stories, with some from coaches including chapter contributors, reflecting these trends of turning towards difficulties, and exploring our own experiences in relation to our practice and bringing more of ourselves into our practice. Working with turbulence does of course carry a mental health warning, and Kinder and Buon’s chapter looks at this from the organizational perspective. Grant and O’Connor argue that in times of organizational turbulence and change, executive coaching is a vital support and developmental mechanism. And we end on a note of inspiration, speaking as does Ellison to the theme of sustainability, with Scott and Scotton’s chapter on their legacy thinking approach.

Essentially, this book seeks to help us be much more than solely ‘fair-weather’ coaches who struggle when the outlook is highly stormy – our own or others’. It aims to play a role in helping us support clients in all sorts of climates, whether that be their own micro-climate or not. And to remind us that struggling individuals are often like pit canaries, highlighting with their own difficulties problems in the wider system, as Dr Anton Obholzer pointed out in an interview for this book.

Beat poet Anne Waldman (1996, p xxi) says that the beat writers empowered themselves through their writing at a time when the rest of the culture was under a ‘collective hallucinatory yoke’. It sometimes feels to me that we are still under that yoke, and that the answer to waking up lies in part in being prepared as coaches, as human beings, to turn towards all that lies within. As the mystic poet Rumi reminds us: ‘Keep your gaze on the bandaged place; that is where the light enters you.’
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Words have power. I was reminded of this during the research for this book. Words trigger such varying responses and reactions in people; they can destroy, and also inspire, acting as catalysts for transformation, as portals into new realities.

Take the word ‘crisis’, which has peppered so many conversations in recent years, often in relation to the Global Financial Crisis. It’s not a word that some individuals, and most organizations, want to be associated with, at least not publicly. ‘Change management’, ‘transition’ and ‘transformation’, absolutely. But not crisis. For individuals too it can be a heavy, difficult, or emotive word. Sports and CEO coach John Blakey says:

I typically work with senior business leaders who are confident and robust, and I don’t think the word crisis is one they’d use. But they might talk about ‘difficult times’. I worked with one client who didn’t use the word crisis but they wanted to talk to me at short notice, and I would have described what had happened as a crisis.

Who we are as the observer, and our choice of label, impacts how we relate to something. Bridget Farrands, a coach and organization consultant specializing in transition and identity, agrees:

How we name something is how we relate to it, so if we’re not encouraged to think of something as a crisis, it’s not necessarily a crisis; the name gives us a cultural reference point. For example, to leaders in Mali, rain coming after months of drought is ‘earth food’, for me, when it’s a holiday, it’s a ‘crisis’.

Interestingly, the idea that we’re all increasingly required to operate in VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous) times is widely accepted. VUCA in some ways has become shorthand for everything that might be
interpreted as challenging and crazy (Bennett and Lemoine, 2014). However, there’s usually a sense that the VUCA climate isn’t our doing, it’s ‘out there’. Scotton and Scott pick up further on this theme in Chapter 12.

Although some of the coaches I interviewed at first struggled to bring to mind clients in crisis, once they’d had a chance to reflect, they usually had many examples. Transitions coach and author of *Essential Career Transition Coaching Skills*, Caroline Talbott, says, ‘My first thought was that I’ve not coached anyone in crisis. [My clients] are always OK and then I thought about it and I couldn’t think of anyone not in crisis.’

Clearly as coaches we need to be prepared for our clients being in crisis, however they describe it. Denial of being in crisis may mean us and our clients missing out on all sorts of riches, as we explore in Chapter 4. First, let’s explore what we actually mean by crisis, and two other terms which can come with the territory – transition and transformation.

**Crisis**

*Oxford Dictionaries Online* defines the noun crisis as:

- A time of intense difficulty or danger.
- A time when a difficult or important decision must be made.
- The turning point of a disease when an important change takes place, indicating either recovery or death.

James and Gilliland (2001) describe crisis as a perceived or experienced event or situation as an intolerable difficulty exceeding the person’s current resources and coping mechanisms. Caplan (1961) describes it as a state when people face an obstacle to important life goals, one which is for a time insurmountable by using customary methods of problem solving. This failure of one’s traditional problem-solving approach results in disorganization, hopelessness, sadness, confusion, and panic (Lillibridge and Klukken, 1978). It threatens the high-priority goals of the decision-making unit, restricts the amount of time available before the decision is transformed, and surprises the members of the decision-making unit by its occurrence (Hermann, 1972). The element of threat is highlighted by Lerbinger (2012), who says a common denominator for most organizational crises is that an organization’s reputation is endangered. He lists the following elements common to definitions of organizational crisis:

- the event is sudden, unexpected and unwanted;
- decisions must be made swiftly;
Definitions

- It’s a low-probability, high-impact event;
- It has ambiguity of cause, effect and means of resolution;
- It interrupts the normal operations of an organization;
- It hinders high-priority goals and threatens an enterprise’s profitability, growth, and survival;
- It may cause irreparableness and degeneration of a situation if no action is taken;
- It creates significant psychological stress.

Coaches

Themes which emerged from my research among coaches, and my own reflections/experience, included the following:

- A breaking down of what was before;
- Feeling not good enough/being wrongly equipped/insufficiently resourceful/insufficiently knowledgeable/ill-informed to respond;
- Sense of stuck-ness;
- Uncertainty and sense of being lost;
- Clash between exterior/interior world;
- Element of surprise;
- Things not going to plan and not going to sort themselves out;
- Dependent on context.

Below, some of this book’s contributors and other coaches share how they see crisis:

Rachel Ellison, chapter contributor:

As a grandchild of refugee holocaust survivors and one of three children born to their only son, I’ve had significant exposure to people with heightened and sometimes inappropriate levels of fear, anxiety, pessimism and even paranoia. This is sometimes diagnosed as ‘annihilation anxiety’. It’s a familiar way of life and can be experienced as if passed on somehow, by subsequent generations in a family, even if they haven’t actually been through a trauma such as a war or an earthquake. So for me, crisis translates as fear; running, hyper-vigilance, taking of risk or conversely, risk aversion; the normal can be misinterpreted as something enormous and overwhelming. Another person might just stay optimistic. My definition of crisis is informed by this underpinning existential
part of my inheritance, upbringing and exposure to human beings who have suffered colossal loss. Crisis means a collapsing or a crumpling; a potential tsunami of destruction – be it emotional, psychological, physical, environmental, organizational or systemic. But arguably, it is unidimensional to assume crisis can only impact negatively. In my view, crisis can also present positive impacts such as the opportunity for renewal, innovation, reinvention of self and circumstances, heightened personal resilience, depth of character, wisdom and self-resource.

Margaret Chapman-Clarke, chapter contributor:

It’s where there is an absolute overload of demands on us or the client, perceived as not having the resources to deal with this multitude of demands, almost as if a number of things come together that challenge the sense of who you are. A good metaphor to describe it is a mirror that shatters in thousands of pieces.

Bridget Farrands describes crisis as ‘a period of uncertain turbulence where your familiar/personal compass offers very few bearings to help you know what to do and where to go’, while Professor Ernesto Spinelli describes crisis from an existential stance as comprising any or all of three focal points:

- Sense of continuity: ‘being confronted with death would be an extreme version; someone could no longer have a job, or it could be how an organization recognizes its own sense of continuity, such as being taken over by a rival’.
- Around dispositions (meanings, values, beliefs, biases that the person/organization holds): ‘so it’s a crisis in that they thought they had those values etc but the reality is that they don’t, or there is a conflict of values. Organizationally speaking, there might be a conflict between different levels in terms of what the organization stands for.’
- Identity: ‘this is quite often expressed as, I don’t know who I am any more or I’ve lost all sense of myself’.

As recovery coach and coach trainer Anthony Eldridge-Rogers points out, crisis is a relative term:

Cultural reference, context and the way people deal with things are so different in Soweto, Johannesburg (where I was running a recovery and wellbeing coach training programme) to the West. It can be very humbling and quite shocking because of all the things we take for granted [in the West] and when we run into other people’s experiential paradigms... It was a very warm community and we’d all become quite connected, and at the end when we were all wishing each other well, one coach trainee said, ‘You’re so lucky, you can leave, you
have choices.’ Suddenly I got it; none of them can leave, all they can do is walk home, they have nothing with which to leave. Elsewhere, someone shared in a [recovery] group how her crisis was when her dad sold her favourite racing horse. She had a terrible heroin problem and used to hide her syringes in a saddle bag on her horse, and finally knew things had to change when she lost the horse. [Her story] triggered others in the group, [some of whom] had been in prison. Her crisis wasn’t deemed worthy but her spiritual suffering had been very acute and that was difficult for people to understand.

**Transition**

It isn’t the changes that do you in, it’s the transitions. (Bridges, 2009, p 3)

*Oxford Dictionaries Online* defines transition as follows:

> The process or a period of changing from one state or condition to another.

Sometimes, when we talk about crisis, we actually mean transition, although transition is not easy. According to Bridges (2009), many people use the words change and transition interchangeably too; however, change is situational (such as the move to a new site) while transition is psychological and trickier.

Linley, Biswas-Diener and Trenier (2012) define transition as a period of change from one stage to another, stressing too that transitions are notoriously difficult.

**Coaches**

Themes that emerged from interviews with coaches included:

- transition and crisis are linked – crisis sparks transition;
- transitions can be planned, unlike crisis;
- you can’t go back but you don’t yet know how to go forward;
- transition implies movement, a journey, a shift;
- it can take time;
- it can bring choices;
- transitions are an ongoing part of life;
- they’re not easy... but can be times of growth;
- they’re the threshold between old and new.
Deborah Price, leadership and ‘menopause’ coach, says:

Transition is accompanied by a sense that you can’t get back; you know you can’t go back to your old ways but you haven’t yet got new strategies in place. You have a sense of being all at sea, a sense of ‘whatever I do doesn’t make a difference’, of not being able to go backwards, which can be quite disturbing and quite scary.

Transformation

Oxford Dictionaries Online defines transformation as follows:

A marked change in form, nature, or appearance.
A sudden dramatic change of scenery on stage.
A metamorphosis during the life cycle of an animal.

Coaches

Themes that emerged from my research and reflections in relation to transformation included:

- marked change in form, nature, or appearance;
- metamorphosis;
- there really is no going back;
- transformation and transition go together;
- you have to be ready.

With transformation there is more of a sense of something or someone becoming something or someone different, of a deeper more marked change, perhaps one that is irreversible even. As executive coach and psychologist Dr Alison Whybrow says:

Transition is a systemic opportunity for transformation to take place...

With some clients I’ve coached who were in a bit of a crisis, there has been an absolutely huge shift from one phase to the next; they can’t go back as they’ve grown so much. There is a threshold that people step over and see the world in a different way as a result.

Now we have started to describe the territory, let’s start to map it out.
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